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We would like to take this opportunity to introduce our company Jamil Mangal Travel & Tours,
the leading travel consultant and service providers in Kabul Afghanistan, and having branch offices in
Dubai and London UK, with qualified and experienced staff to provide with all the best solution for all
travel need. Jamil Mangal Travel & Tours established and started operations on 2008 and Provides
Travel and Tours Services to the customers. We strive to excel in providing optimum value travel services
to the traveler and have been successful in creating a niche for itself in the market. You can rely on us for
your travel arrangements and we rely on our experiences.

OBJECTIVES
Customer satisfaction and quality services are the prioritized objectives of Jamil Mangal Travel.
The company has a prestigious history of providing the best quality in terms of services to its
Customers. We want to excel in travel and tourism backed by efficient and effective planning,
while seeking to enlarge their scope and dimensions.

TEAM
We have the best personal, with loads of experience in the specialized services of travel and
tour. The managers and executives who oversee your prestigious account have themselves
traveled throughout the world, and continue doing so and are thus exposed to the global
standards of the industry. They work on the guidelines highlighted by the company, which
allows them to maintain a perfect equilibrium between expectation and delivery of all clients
thereby adding an outstanding value to each individual who travel through the company.
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SERVICES
The services we provide include but not limited to:
A.

AIRLINE TICKETING

Being an accredited travel company we can provide travel documents for all the major Airlines
including
1. KAM AIR

2. ARIANA AIRLINE

3. SAFI AIRWAYS

4. EMIRATES AIRLINE

5. QATAR AIRWAYS

6. AIR FRANCE

6. UNITED AIR

8. KLM DUTCH AIRLINE

9. QANTAS

10. CATHY PACIFIC

11. THAI AIRWAYS

12. LUFTHANSA

13. MALAYSIAN AIRLINES

14. DALTA AIRWAYS

15. AIR INDIA

16. BRITISH AIRWAYS

17. AMERICAN AIRLINE

18. SINGAPORE AIRLINES

19. TURKISH AIRWAYS

20. VIRGIN ATLANTIC
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B.

RESERVATIONS

Our Company is equipped with latest reservation systems (GDS) including GALILEO, WORLD
SPAN, We can reserve, book and rebook flights according to your desires and commitments.
C.

TOUR PACKAGES

We specialize in inbound and outbound tours. Jamil Mangal Travel offer tailor made packages
which suit our customer budget and interests.

D.

HOTEL BOOKING

With our elaborated network of collaborates worldwide, Jamil Mangal Travel offers you a
complete listing of hotels located all around the world offering a wide variety of
accommodations. We successfully cater to the needs of the vacationers and business travelers
alike.

E.

CAR RENTALS

We always try to make the journey pleasurable for our clients and customers and offer the
convenience of traveling to any destination by luxury cars and coaches.
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F.

TRAVEL INSURANCE

It is strongly recommended that all the customers purchase travel insurance protection to have
peace of mind while traveling. We assist our clients in getting the most suitable insurance
according to the individual needs.

G.

VISA ASSISTANCE

Jamil Mangal Travel assist its valuable client in processing their visas documentation for
different Countries.
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H.

AIRPORT ASSISTNCE

Air port assistance is offered at all the major airports. In case of Afghanistan/Dubai/Delhi is
major transit gateway and we can offer all the assistance for our valuable clients from ticket
delivery and Airport-Hotel-Airport transfer
I.

CARGO SERVICES

We facilitate our clients with cargo services. Although we are not in cargo business specifically
but to serve our valuable clients in the best possible way the facility is open to our clients only.

J.

24/7 HOTLINE CUSTOMER SERVICE

The Company hotline service is available to its clients and customers round the clock seven
days a week. During their journey if unfortunately our clients face any difficulty he/she can call at
our Office numbers and assistance will be provided on immediate basis. The company email
can also be used as the most reliable source of communication. Every query is honored and
sorted out in prioritized manner.
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